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ROYAL COURT 

5th May, 1988 

Before: The Bailiff, assisted by 

Jurats Blampied and Le Ruez 

Her Majesty's Attorney General 

- V -

Peter Ramsbottom, 

trading as Rambrock Scaffolding 

Infraction of paragraph (J) of Article (2) 

of the Regulation of Undertakings and Development 

(Jersey) Law, 1973 

Advocate S.C. Nicolle for the Crown 

Advocate B.l. Le Marquand for the Defendant 

JUDGMENT 

BAILIFF: This is an action brought against Mr Peter Ramsbottom, trading as 

Rambrock Scaffolding, for an infraction of paragraph (1) of Article (2) of 

the Regulation of Undertakings and Development (Jersey) Law, 1973, by 

commencing a new undertaking, namely the business of erecting scaffolding 

without a licence authorising him to do so granted by the Finance. and 

Economics Committee. 
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The States decided in 197 3 that it should enact legislation to control the 

carrying on of undertakings. It did so on the 12th day of June, 197 3, and 

the Law was sanctioned in October. In that Law, the main restrictions were 

that no person shall (a) enlarge the floor space of an undertaking by more 

than 1,000 square feet for any period of twelve months, (b) transfer an 

undertaking occupying 1,000 square feet or more of floor space to a new 

situation, and (c) commence a new undertaking occupying 1,000 square feet 

or more of floor space. 

As a result of the workings of that Law and the concessions that from time 

to time the Committee made in order not to stultify local enterprise, that 

Law was amended on the 29th October, 1974, and sanctioned by the Privy 

Council on the 26th February, 197 5. Paragraph (1) of Article (2) of the 1973 

Law was enlarged to some extent in as much as the area was reduced to lOO 

square feet and paragraph (c) which formerly had said: "Commence a new 

undertaking occupying 1,000 square feet or more of floor space" was 

considerably enlarged in its ambit by the substitution of a new wording, 

which was: "Commence a new undertaking". And so, as was pointed out by 

Miss Nicolle for the Attorney General, floor space disappeared in respect of 

new undertakings. 

There followed a number of applications, we were told, to the Committee, 

resulting in amendments being proposed to the Regulations to exempt a 

number of transactions. It is clear from the intention of the Committee in 

its Act and in the report to it of the Economic Adviser, that it was the 

temporary occupation of premises which the Committee wished to exempt, 

but we don't think that we should go too far to look behind the actual 

Regulations. We are aware that there is a tendency now in construing 

statutes, certainly in the United Kingdom, in ascertaining the intent of 

Parliament or the legislature in certain circumstances and to look at, if not 

speeches of the Ministers as such, "Hansard", to enable the Court to 

acquaint itself with what the Government is trying to do. However, I don't 

think that this Court, without a good deal of further argument, would go as 

far as that and so we are going to confine ourselves in accordance with the 

rules of construction which this Court has had to consider on many previous 

occasions in looking at the Regulation itself. The exemption which the 

States finaJJy passed in 1982, exempted from the Law's provisions, which I 
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have outlined, the following: 

Paragragh l. "There shall be exempted from the provisions of part Jl of the 

principal Law" [(a) and (b) are not relevant] "(c) Any undertaking which does 

not involve the occupation of floor space for a period exceeding six weeks 

where such undertaking (i) is carried on by a person to whom Regulation 

(l)(A) applies; or (ii) has been established in ,the Island for a period 

exceeding five years". The others, (d) and (e) again are not relevant to this 

argument except Insofar as Miss Nicolle has drawn our attention to the fact 

that in exemption (b) no reference is made to floor space, but we think that 

exemption (c) should stand on its own. 

Now, it is conceded by the prosecution and agreed by the defence in this 

respect that what the defendant did, or did through his company, was an 

undertaking and secondly that it did not involve the occupation of floor 

space. It is submitted by the Crown that this Court, looking at the 

exemption, should interpret it so that whether a person occupied floor space 

or not was immaterial. The Court should ask itself whether the business 

was carried on for a period exceeding six weeks. On the other hand, Mr Le 

Marquand for the defendant says that if floor space was not occupied then 

the period of six weeks is immaterial and his client could in fact exercise 

his undertaking without consent. 

It is dear to us, looking at the exemption, that we are unable to say that it 

is unambiguous. That being so, we would be justified, as we are going to do, 

in interpreting that exemption in favour of the defendant because the Law 

itself, although it is not described as a penal law, does operate as depriving 

persons of their common law rights of enterprise and opening new businesses 

and as such must be construed strictly in their favour if there is ambiguity. 

We cannot say there is no ambiguity; the wording is not at all clear to our 

mind. The legislature has reintroduced the concept of floor space when it 

might well be intending only that the real concept was one of temporary 

work. It is not clear and for that reason we find for the defendant and 

discharge him from the prosecution, with costs. 
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